Abstract. The simulation of a protein's folding process is often done via stochastic local search, which requires a procedure to apply structural changes onto a given conformation. Here, we introduce a constraint-based approach to enumerate lattice protein structures according to k-local moves in arbitrary lattices. Our declarative description is much more flexible for extensions than standard operational formulations. It enables a generic calculation of k-local neighbors in backbone-only and side chain models. We exemplify the procedure using a simple hierarchical folding scheme.
Introduction
The in silico determination of a protein's functional fold is a well established problem in bioinformatics. Since X-ray or NMR studies are still time consuming and expensive, computational methods for ab initio protein structure prediction are needed. Despite research over the last decades, a direct calculation of minimal energy structures in full atom resolution is currently not feasible. Thus, heuristics and a wide variation of protein models have been developed to identify fundamental principles guiding the process of structure formation. A common abstraction of proteins are lattice protein models [3, 13, 14, 20] . Their discretized structure space enables efficient folding simulations [29, 31] while maintaining good modelling accuracy [25] .
Folding simulations are often based on stochastic local searches, e.g. Monte Carlo simulations [29] . Different procedures, so called move sets, have been developed to calculate the structural changes along the simulation, i.e. to enumerate the structural neighborhood of a certain structure. A method often applied in literature are k-local moves [28] that allow for structural changes within a successive interval of fixed length k. They are discussed in detail in Sec 3. Dotu and co-workers have used local moves for backbone-only HP models within a constraint-based large neighborhood search for optimal protein structures [9] . Lesh et al. introduced pull moves [15] that are widely used in recent studies [19, 29] . Pivot moves allow for the rotation or reflection of subchains at an arbitrary Pivot position of the structure [17] , while Zhang et al. suggested a sequential regrowth of structure fragments to enhance folding simulations [31] .
All named move sets are currently restricted to backbone-only lattice protein models, i.e. only the C α -trail of the protein is modeled. For more realistic protein models incorporating side chains, often a combination of different move sets is applied. Betancourt combined Pivot moves on the backbone with a new FEM move set [5] , while Dima and Thirumalai have used a combination of 2-local moves on the backbone with a simple relocation of the side chain [8] . An exception is the advanced CABS model by Kolinski and co-workers [13] , which represents the side chain in higher detail and requires more complex moves.
Here, we introduce a generic and flexible approach to enable folding simulations in backbone-only and side chain models using any k-local moves (i.e. any interval length k) in arbitrary lattices. The constraint programming (CP) based formulation focuses on a description of the targeted structural neighbors instead of an operational encoding of the moves possible. The introduced scheme is therefore easy to extend with new directives or can be used for other applications, e.g. fragment re-localization [31] , as discussed later. Beneath applications in studies of the whole energy landscape [21] , the approach is well placed to be applied within a local search following the framework of Pesant and Gendreau [26] . We apply our move set for side chain models within a simple folding simulation procedure in the style of [29] and evaluate the results with known protein structures.
Preliminaries
Given a lattice L ⊆ Z 3 and an according neighborhood relation L ∼ between coordinates of L. A backbone-only lattice protein of length n is described by (S, C) where S ∈ Σ n denotes the sequence over some alphabet Σ (e.g. the 20 proteinogen amino acids) and C ∈ L n the lattice nodes occupied. A valid lattice protein structure satisfies connectivity of successive monomers ∀ 1≤i<n : C i L ∼ C i+1 and their self-avoidingness ∀ 1≤i<j≤n : C i = C j . A side chain lattice protein is defined by (S, C b , C s ), i.e. a sequence S ∈ Σ n , the backbone positions C b ∈ L n and the side chain positions C s ∈ L n . The side chain position C s represents the centroid of the amino acid's side chain atoms. A valid lattice protein structure including side chains satisfies connectivity of successive backbone monomers
, the connection of backbone and side chain for each amino acid
, and the selfavoidingness of all monomers
1≤i<j≤n e(S i , S j ) for backbone-only and
1≤i<j≤n e(S i , S j ) for side chain lattice proteins for a given energy contribution function e : Σ × Σ → R. Note, the energy function for side chain proteins considers (as in [7] ) the contacts between side chain positions a) b) Fig. 1 . HP-optimal structures of HPPHHPPPHPHHPHHPPHPHPPHHHPHHPPHPHPH in the facecentered-cubic lattice. (a) backbone-only model with energy -50, (b) side chain model with energy -55. Colors: green -H monomers, gray -P monomers, red -backbone in side chain models. Calculation and visualization are done using the CPSP-package [22] .
only! e 20 denotes an empirical 20 amino acid contact potential as described in [4, 23] . e HP represents the energy contribution function of the HydrophobicPolar (HP) model [14] , i.e. it returns −1 if both amino acids are hydrophobic, 0 otherwise. Our hydrophobic/polar (H/P) assignment follows [29] . An optimal structure minimizes the energy function. In the following, we denote a structure HP-optimal if it minimizes the energy function based on e HP . Figure 1 exemplifies HP-optimal structures for both lattice protein models. In the following, we assume a scaled lattice such that neighbored positions in the lattice have a distance of 3.8Å, the average C α -atom distance in proteins.
Constraint-based Local Move Set Definition
To enable folding simulations we need a definition of structural changes that encodes the structural neighborhood of a given lattice protein structure. Here, we follow the idea of k-local moves, that confine the difference between the initial and the neighbored structure to a consecutive interval of maximal length of k. Therefore, we define the k-neighborhood N k (C) of a given structure C as:
In order to enumerate all valid structural neighbors C ′ ∈ N k (C) of a given lattice protein C, we have to enumerate the neighbors for all possible interval lengths 1 ≤ k ′ ≤ k and interval starts 1 ≤ s ≤ (n − k ′ + 1). Since we want to calculate each neighboring structure only once, we have to enhance the k-local move definition to strict k-local moves. Here, we enforce in addition that both ends (C ′ s and C ′ s+k−1 ) of the successive interval of length k are changed, i.e. a strict k-local move does not cover a k ′ -local move with k ′ < k, as a normal k-local move in accordance with Eq. 1 does. This ensures a unique enumeration of structural neighbors for an increasing k ′ . In the following, we will introduce the Constraint Satisfaction Problems (CSP) that describe all valid structural neighbors C ′ ∈ N k (C) of a given lattice protein C according to strict k-local moves in a lattice L. A CSP is given by (X , D, C), where we denote the set of variables X , their domains D, and a set of constraints C. A solution of a CSP is an assignment a i ∈ D(X i ) for each variable that satisfies all constraints in C. To simplify the presentation, we utilize a binary neighboring constraint neigh(X, Y ) that ensures
and vice versa. Furthermore, we use the global all-different constraint by Régin [27] to enforce pairwise differences within a set of variables.
CSP for Backbone-only Models
Given a valid backbone-only lattice protein structure C of length n, a move interval length k ≤ n, and the start of the interval 1 ≤ s ≤ (n − k + 1). We define k variables X i , one for each position of the interval, with D(X i ) = L \ {C 1 , . . . , C s−1 , C s+k , . . . , C n }. These variables have to form a valid structure, therefore we post all-different(X 1 , . . . , X k ) and ∀ 1≤i<k : neigh(X i , X i+1 ). Since we describe a substructure, it has to be connected to the interval borders: if s > 1 : neigh(X 1 , C s−1 ) and if (s + k − 1) < n : neigh(X k , C s+k ). Finally, we enforce that both ends of the interval are different from the old placement, i.e. X 1 = C i and X k = C i+k−1 , to enumerate strict k-local move neighbors only.
The presented CSP is similar to the work of Dotu et al. [9] , but in contrast ensures the uniqueness of each move. Thus, each neighbored structure is available only via a single interval. This is of high importance to enable a non-redundant enumeration of a structure's neighborhood in the fold space to access its energy landscape [21] .
CSP for Models Including Side Chains
Given a valid side chain lattice protein structure (C b , C s ) of length n, a move interval length k ≤ n, and the start of the interval 1 ≤ i ≤ (n − k + 1). We define k variables X 
Application
In the following, we applied the introduced move set to folding simulations of side chain lattice protein models in the 3D face-centered-cubic (FCC) lattice. In the FCC lattice, two lattice points l 1 and l 2 are neighbored, if and only if (l 1 − l 2 ) ∈ {±(1, 1, 0), ±(1, 0, 1), ±(0, 1, 1), ±(1, −1, 0), ±(1, 0, −1), ±(0, 1, −1)}. Thus, each point of the FCC lattice has 12 neighbored positions. k-local moves are known to be non-ergodic for backbone-only models [16] depending on k, the used lattice, and the protein length. We expect the same for models including side chains, but using the FCC and an intermediate k should shift the problem to long chain lengths. Thus, we apply 3-local moves, i.e. with a maximal interval length k = 3 such that up to 6 monomers are moved (2 per amino acid). The implementation is based on Gecode [11] . To evaluate the structural difference between two structures (C b , C s ) and (Ĉ b ,Ĉ s ) we calculate the distance and coordinate root mean square deviation (dRMSD and cRMSD) as given by Eq. 2 and 3, respectively. The needed superpositioning utilizes Kabsch's algorithm [12] . We apply the contact based energy function E s that evaluates (only) side chain monomer contacts using the e 20 contact energy potentials from Sec. 2 similar to the backbone-only studies in [4, 29] . In the following, we use C as an abbreviation for (C b , C s ).
dRMSD :
cRMSD :
We derived a protein data from the Pisces web server [30] on June 23rd 2009. Only complete X-ray structures of 2.0Å resolution or better with an R-value of 0.3 that contain side-chain data were considered. We used a 30% sequence identity cut-off. Since we are applying a simple contact-based energy function we filtered for short globular shaped proteins. Table 1 summarizes the used sequences and their corresponding Protein Data Bank (PDB) identifiers etc. For each full atom PDB structure C P DB , we derived a lattice protein structure C f it that minimizes the dRMSD to C P DB . This was done using LatFit from the LatPack-tools package v1.7.0 4 [19] . Table 1 summarizes the resulting dRMSD and cRMSD values.
Since the applied energy function is still a rough abstraction of the forces that guide the real folding process into C P DB , no energy minimizing folding strategy will find the fitted lattice protein structure C f it . Thus, we map C f it to the according local minimum in the energy landscape. The mapping is done via a steepest decent or gradient walk. Starting from a given structure, at each step the neighbored structure with lowest energy is chosen for the next step until no such neighbor exists. Therefore, a gradient walk ends in a local minimum of the energy landscape, which we denote g(C) for a given start structure C.
The g(C f it ) structures represent our "true" model to benchmark the following folding scheme. The energies of C f it and g(C f it ) and their structural differences to each other and to C P DB are given in Table 1 .
The folding simulation procedure applied follows the idea of [29] . For each amino acid sequence S, we derive an according HP-sequence S HP using the translation table used in [29] . The derived S HP are given in Table 1 Table 1 . Used sequences, their HP transforms, length n, the quality of the fitted lattice protein model, and the according energies.
PDB ID
structure representatives utilizing the CPSP-approach [3, 22, 20] and its latest extension HPrep [18] . The resulting HP-optimal structures are named C HP . For each C HP we run gradient walks and evaluated the resulting local minima found. The corresponding energies are listed in Table 2 . Furthermore, we performed a structural comparison of the resulting g(C HP ) structures to our "true" models g(C f it ) from the fitting. The RMSD values are given in Table 2 . In addition, we executed for each C HP random descending walks in order to sample the local minima of the energy landscape accessible from the collapsed starting structures. Here, at each step a random neighbor with lower energy is selected following a uniform distribution until no such neighbor exists. The lowest reached local minimum of all random descending walks starting at C is denoted by r(C). Energy and structural differences are given in Table 2 .
Discussion
The gradient walks using 3-local moves starting from the fitted structures C f it revealed that the currently applied contact based energy function using the energy potentials e 20 , originally derived for backbone-only models [4] , does not reflect the real forces present for models including side chains. This can be observed when comparing the energies E(C f it ) to E(g(C f it )) (see Table 1 ). An energy function that results in a smaller difference would be preferable, i.e. it would be a better model for the real forces guiding the folding process to C P DB . In addition we could show, that the derived structures from our simple energyoptimizing folding simulation procedure are still quite dissimilar to the energyoptimized lattice fits of the real structures (see Table 2 ). We assume this mainly results from the simple energy function as well.
To improve the results, we plan to apply more advanced energy functions, e.g. following [13] . Most important: the energy function has to consider the backbone positioning as well, which is not done by the contact-based energy functions from Sec. 2. Additionally, we want to apply distance based energy potentials that allow for a more realistic energy evaluation. Another direction of ongoing research is to further constrain the allowed structures. Here, we will directly benefit from the CP-based formulation of k-local moves. Since we are formulating a CSP on valid structural neighbors, it is quite easy to post additional structural constraints. For instance, we can enforce a restriction on the allowed relative torsion angles along the protein chain (as e.g. done in [24] ), that follows the observation of a limited degree of freedom in nature.
Conclusions and Summary
We introduced a CP-based approach to enumerate k-local neighbors of a lattice protein structure in backbone-only and side chain lattice protein models. The generic approach can be applied for any local move length k within arbitrary lattices. Thus, it enables a fast prototyping of new folding simulation schemes or can be easily extended with additional constraints, e.g. restricted torsion angles. The CSP formulation enables the enumeration of the whole k-local move neighborhood N k (C) of a given structure C or the calculation of a random neighboring structure C r ∈ N k (C) when applying a randomized search as possible in Gecode [11] . The application of symmetry breaking search [2] can be used to avoid the enumeration of symmetric structures, increasing the efficiency of folding simulations [10] . We plan the incorporation of the k-local move neighbor enumeration into our C++ energy landscape library (ELL) [21] . This will open an easy interface for folding simulations in arbitrary lattices utilizing any energy function of interest. Furthermore, this will enable full kinetics studies based on the energy landscape topology.
We will utilize the flexibility of the CP-based approach to incorporate additional structural constraints into the neighborhood generation. Following [24, 23] , it is beneficial to restrict torsion angles along the backbone or to exploit secondary structure information.
Another advantage of the CP-based approach is its extensibility to constraint optimization problems (COP). Currently, we plan to incorporate the energy function as the objective into the CSP, as e.g. done in [6, 9] . Thus, by solving a COP while optimizing the energy function, we can directly calculate the lowest energy neighbor of a structure following the framework of Pesant and Gendreau [26] , which is needed e.g. for a gradient walk in the energy landscape as done in Sec. 4. Furthermore, this would enable an extension of the work of Zhang et al. [31] . They showed (for backbone-only models) that the performance of Monte Carlo folding simulations can be significantly increased using a greedy sequential regrowth of subchains. Thus, we plan to directly apply the sketched COP to calculate the optimal fragments for lattice proteins including side chains. Finally, the presented CP-based move set formulation can be easily extended to any other local move definition of interest.
